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Abstract
Given two sequences X and Y that are strings over some alphabet set, we consider the distance
d(X; Y ) between them de/ned to be minimum number of character replacements and block
(substring) reversals needed to transform X to Y (or vice versa). The operations are required to
be disjoint. This is the “simplest” sequence comparison problem we know of that allows natural
block edit operations. Block reversals arise naturally in genomic sequence comparison; they are
also of interest in matching music data. We present an algorithm for exactly computing the
distance d(X; Y ); it takes time O(|X |log2|X |), and hence, is near-linear. Trivial approach takes
quadratic time.
c© 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Computing the distance between two sequences under edit operations is a central
problem in combinatorial pattern matching. The distance d(X; Y ) between sequences X
and Y can be de/ned as the minimum number of permitted edit operations needed
to transform one to another (all edit operations of interest are reversible so that
d(X; Y )=d(Y; X ) for any two sequences X and Y ). The goal is to compute d(X; Y )
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for given X and Y as e!ciently as possible. The nature of the distance computation
problem depends on the edit operation that is permitted, which corresponds to the no-
tion of similarity between sequences that we wish to capture for the application in
question.
Natural edit operations include character edits and block edits.
Character edits include
(1) inserting a single character to any speci/ed location,
(2) deleting any given character, and
(3) replacing a single character by another.
Among these edit operations, character replacements are particularly common in com-
putational genomics, in the form of mutations in biomolecular sequences. Sequence
distances involving character replacements are used to estimate the evolutionary dis-
tances between DNA, RNA or protein sequences [12], construct phylogenetic trees,
search for common motifs in the genome with functional homology, etc. [5]. Insert
and delete operations are also quite commonly observed especially as sequencing er-
rors in computational genomics [3], transcription errors in text, transmission errors in
communication channels, etc. These are of classical interest, having been studied at
least as early as 1960s [7].
Block (substring) edits include
(1) reversing a block (commonly observed in genomic sequences, usually as a con-
sequence of large scale inter or intra chromosomal genomic duplications; also
common in multimedia data such as music scales [11]),
(2) copying a block from one location to another (another genomic phenomena com-
monly observed in the form of genomic duplications and rearrangements [5]),
(3) deleting a copy of a block that exists elsewhere (motivated by general macro com-
pression schemes [13], especially in the form of Ziv–Lempel-type data compression
[16]),
(4) moving a block from one location to another (due to moving a paragraph of a text
to another location [14], or moving objects around in pen computing [8]). 1
Although these edit operations are motivated by many applications, we do not con-
sider the speci/cs of any application. Rather, we focus on a central complexity question,
namely, how to compute the various character and block edit distances e!ciently.
The main result of this paper is on the basic problem of computing the distance
between two sequences with both character and block edit operations. If the distance
d(X; Y ) between two sequences X and Y is de/ned so as to allow any block copy,
delete or move operations the problem of computing d(X; Y ) becomes NP-hard [8].
Thus, among the block edit operations described above, we allow only block reversals.
Since, it is not possible to transform a given sequence X (e.g., all 0’s) to every other
sequence Y (e.g., all 1’s) by block reversals alone, d(X; Y ) is not well de/ned when
only block reversals are allowed. Therefore, the “simplest” well-de/ned distance with
1 There are other block edit operations of interest, such as block linear transformations which involves
changing each position of Q[i] in a block Q, to Q[i] + , where  and  are respective multiplicative
and additive scaling constants. Such edit operations are quite common in /nancial data analysis where one
allows scaling eLects in tracking similar trends [1].
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block reversals additionally allows character replacements. Henceforth, we will focus
on this distance d(X; Y ) between two sequences X and Y formally de/ned to be the
minimum number of character replacements and block reversals needed to convert X
to Y (equivalently, vice versa). We require that these operations be disjoint, that is,
no location in X or Y is the target of more than one operation. Observe that d(X; Y )
is only de/ned when |X |= |Y |.
Using dynamic programming, we can compute d(X; Y ) exactly in time M(|X |2); the
solution is straightforward. Of course, it is trivial to compute the distance in linear
time if only character replacements are considered and block reversals are not allowed.
The /rst nontrivial algorithm for solving this problem was presented in [9] which took
time O(|X | log3 |X |). An improvement to O(|X | log2 |X |) time was presented in [],
which we present here. Subquadratic algorithms are in general of interest in computing
various edit distances since the basic problem of computing character edit distance is
not known to have a near-linear time solution at present.
2. Preliminaries
In the rest of the paper we denote sequences by P;Q; R; S : : :, integers by i; j; k : : :
(represented in binary) and constants by ; ;  : : : : All sequences have characters drawn
from an (integer size) alphabet . Given a sequence S, let |S| denote its length and
S[i] denote its ith character. A block of S will be any subsequence S[i : j] extending
from S[i] to S[j]. We denote by S||Q the concatenation of two sequences S and Q, and
by Ql, a sequence obtained by concatenating l copies of Q. The reverse of S is the
sequence S[|S|]; : : : ; S[2]; S[1], and is denoted by S←. A sequence S is called periodic
with l¿1 repetitions if there exists a block Q such that S =Ql||Q−, where Q− is a
pre/x of Q; Q is called a period of S. The shortest such Q is called the period of S;
the period of S is the period of all periods of S.
3. The main result
Let X and Y be two size ‘ sequences. Recall that d(X; Y ) is the minimum number
of disjoint character replacements and block reversals needed to transform X into Y .
One can use standard dynamic programming together with block labeling to compute
d(X; Y ) in O(‘2) time. Below we describe an algorithm for computing d(X; Y ) in time
O(‘ log2 ‘). The procedure relies on combinatorial properties of reversals in sequences.
We say that block X [i : j] is reversible (with respect to Y ) if X [i : j] =Y [i : j]←.
3.1. The algorithm
We compute d(X; Y ) in ‘ iterations as follows. In iteration i, we compute d(i)=
d(X [1 : i]; Y [1 : i]).
Let X [i1 : i] be the longest su!x of X [1 : i] that is reversible and let p1 be the
length of the period of X [i1 : i]. Let #1 to be the number of occurrences of p1 in
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X [i1 : i]. We de/ne i2 = i1 + #1 · p1. In other words X [i2 : i] is the su!x which
remains when the maximum possible number of periods are removed from the pre/x
of X [i1 : i].
We can now inductively de/ne the following for h¿1:
#h=  i−ih+1ph  − 1,
ih+1 = ih + #h · ph + 1,
ph+1: the length of the period of X [ih+1 : i].
The reader can observe that X [ih+1 : i] is the remaining su!x when maximum possible
number of periods of X [ih : i] (i.e. #h) are removed from its pre/x.
Let H be the minimum h such that #h=0. Then H is upper bounded by log i:
Lemma 1. H6 log i.
Proof. Notice that #h is either 0 or is at least 2: by de/nition, a period must occur at
least twice. Therefore i − ih¿2(i − ih+1) and thus H6 log i − i16 log i.
The algorithm computes d(i) as follows. For 16h6H , we set
dh(i) =
{
d(ih − 1) + 1 if #h61;
dh(i − ph) if #h¿1:
We also set d0(i)=d(i−1)+d(X [i]; Y [i]). Then we compute d(i)= min{dh(i)} which
completes the description of the algorithm.
We prove the correctness of the algorithm through the following lemma and its
corollaries.
Lemma 2. If X [j : i] is reversible and p is the length of the period of X [j : i], then
for any k6i− j−p+1, the substring X [j+ k : i] is reversible if and only if k =p ·h
for 06h6(k + 1)=p − 1.
Proof. (1) If X [j : i] is reversible, then X [j : i] =Y [j : i]←, and hence X [j+k] =Y [i−
k] for all k6j−i+1. Because p is the length of the period of X [j : i], X [j+k] =X [j+
p·h+k] =Y [i−k] for all k¡i−j−(p·h)+1, which implies X [j+p·h : i] =Y [j+p·h :
i]←; therefore X [j +p · h : i] is reversible.
(2) If both X [j : i] and X [j+k : i] are reversible, then X [j+h] =Y [i−h] =X [j+k+h]
for all h6i − j − k. Therefore k must be the length of a period of X [j : i], which
implies that k must be a multiple of p.
The statements below follow.
Corollary 3. (i) The only reversible su<xes of X [1 : i] are of the form X [ih+ph ·j : i]
for all 06j6#h and 16h6H .
(ii) If X [j : i] is reversible and p is the length of the period of X [j : i], then
for any k¿j +p, the substring X [j : k] is reversible if and only if k = j +p · h for
06h6(k − j + 1)=p − 1.
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(iii) Let X [j : i] be a reversible string whose period is of length p and let X [h :
i − k · p] be a substring of X [j : i] such that h +p¡i − k · p. If X [h : i − k · p] is
reversible then so is X [h : i].
Thus the proof of the lemma below follows, immediately giving the correctness of
the entire algorithm.
Lemma 4. Consider any i and let p0 = i− i1, where i1 is as de>ned in the algorithm.
For 16h6H , dh(i) is equal to the distance between X [1 : i] and Y [1 : i], provided a
su<x of length k for which ph−1¿k¿ph is reversed (while transforming X [1 : i] to
Y [1 : i]).
It remains for us to show how to implement the algorithm, and determine its running
time.
We /rst compute i1 for all i, 16i6‘ in O(‘) time as follows.
(1) First we set X ′=X [1]; $; X [2]; $; : : : ; $; X [‘] and Y ′=Y [1]; $; Y [2]; $ : : : ; $; Y [‘]
where $ is a special character which is not in the original alphabet and used for
treating reversals whose center is between two characters and those whose center is a
character uniformly. Notice that for X [i : j] is reversible with respect to Y if and only
if X ′[2i − 1 : 2j − 1] is reversible with respect to Y ′.
(2) For all 16j62‘ − 1 we compute the largest k for which X ′[j − k : j + k] is
reversible with respect to Y ′; let this be kj. This can be done by /nding the longest com-
mon pre/x between X ′[j : 2‘−1] and Y ′[1 : j]←, the longest common su!x of X ′[1 : j]
and Y ′[j : 2‘− 1]←, and picking the shortest of the two. For /nding either of the two
longest common items, it su!ces to build the joint su!x trees of X and Y ′←; this takes
O(‘) time to construct [15,2]. This joint su!x tree can then be preprocessed in O(‘)
time in order to answer the lowest common ancestor queries in time O(1) each [4].
(3) For all i=1; : : : ; 2‘ − 1, notice that i1 is the equal to the smallest j for which
j + kj¿i. We compute i1 for all i in O(‘) time due to the observation that for i¡i′,
i16i′1. Thus for each i, we only consider j=(i−1)1; (i−1)1+1; : : :, until we /nd j= i1.
3.1.1. Computing the periods of substrings
Next, we focus on computing the period of any substring S =X [j : i]. We show
that one can preprocess X in O(‘ log ‘) time to be able to compute the period of any
given substring S =X [j : i] in O(log |S|) time.
(1) Preprocessing: We simply assign labels to all substrings of X of size 2k ,
06k6log ‘	, such that (i) each distinct substring gets a distinct label, and (ii) each
substring has a pointer to the nearest substring to its left which has the same label.
This can be done in O(‘ log ‘) time using the labeling technique described in [6]. We
use these labels to answer two types of queries:
(a) Checking whether any two substrings R and Q (of any given length i) are identical:
Q and R are identical if and only if their length 2log i pre/xes are identical and
their length 2log i su!xes are identical. Thus to check whether Q and R are
identical, all we need to do is to check whether these su!xes and pre/xes are
identical by simply comparing their respective labels in O(1) time.
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(b) Checking whether S has a period of length j for any speci/ed length j6|S|=2:
S has a period of length j if and only if S[1 : |S| − j] is identical to S[j+1 : |S|].
This can be done by the simple method described above in O(1) time.
Querying: Using the labels obtained in the preprocessing step we compute the pe-
riod of any given substring S =X [j : i] in log |S| iterations. In the kth iteration
(k =0; 1; : : : ; log |S| − 1) we decide either (i) S does not have a period of length
in the range 2k−1 + 1; : : : ; 2k and thus S does not have a period shorter than 2k), or
(ii) S has a period of length in the range 2k ; : : : ; 2k−1 + 1, and explicitly compute the
length of the period, or (iii) S is non-periodic. This is done in O(1) time per iteration
as follows. We /rst check if there exists 0, 1 or more candidate period lengths l in the
range 2k−1 + 1; : : : ; 2k : a candidate period length l is one which satis/es the condition
that S[|S| − l− 2log |S|−1 + 1 : |S| − l] is identical to S[|S| − 2log |S|−1 + 1 : |S|]. This
can be done in O(1) time by (i) following the pointer of X [i − 2log |S|−1 + 1 : i] to
the nearest substring to its left with an identical label, (ii) checking if the rightmost
position of this substring is in the range i−2k ; : : : ; i−2k−1 (if yes, there is at least one
candidate substring), and (iii) following the pointer of this substring to a new substring
and checking whether this new one has its rightmost position in the same range (if
yes, there are at least two candidates).
Notice that if l is a period length of S then S[1 : |S|− l] and S[l+1 : |S|] should be
identical, and so as their equal length pre/xes. Thus if l is the length of a period of
S then it should be identi/ed as a candidate period length according to our de/nition.
(a) If no such candidate period length exists, then S cannot have a period shorter than
2k + 1 and thus we move to the next iteration.
(b) If only one candidate period length l exists, then l is the only possible period
length for S in the range 2k−1; : : : ; 2k . We simply check in O(1) time whether l
is a period length of S via the simple test described in the preprocessing stage.
(c) If two (or more) such candidate period lengths exist, then we conclude that S is
non-periodic due to the following observation. If the length of the period of S is
pS and if for any of its substrings, R, the length of its period is pR, then either
pS =pR or pS¿|R|.
Now consider two candidate period lengths l16l2. We know that R1 = S[|S| −
l1 − 2log |S|−1 + 1 : |S| − l1] is identical to S[|S| − 2log |S|−1 + 1 : |S|] which in
turn is identical to R2 = S[|S| − l2 − 2log |S|−1 + 1 : |S| − l2]; thus the length of
the period of R= S[|S| − l2 − 2log |S|−1 + 1 : |S| − l1] (the concatenation of R1
and R2) is pR= l2 − l162k−1. We inductively know that pS¿2k−1¿pR, thus it
must be the case that pS¿|R|¿2log |S|−1 which means that S is non-periodic.
This combined with the iteration for computing d(i)’s gives our main result.
Theorem 5. Given two sequences X and Y of length ‘, there exists an O(‘ log2 ‘)
time algorithm to compute d(X; Y ).
4. Discussion
We have given a near linear time algorithm to compute d(X; Y ) which is the mini-
mum number of character replacements and block reversals needed to convert X and Y
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(and vice versa). The function d() is the “simplest” distance involving block edit opera-
tions, and this paper gives the fastest algorithm for computing any block edit distance.
It will be of interest to design e!cient algorithms for simple sequence comparison
problems with other block operations [8].
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